
TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES in flate I I I A- l 

T R A I L E R CAMPSITE U N I T A (Area per unit—2,183 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including spur—80 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 20). 

In this compact spur type unit the tow car and the 
trailer are parked side by side. The type is shown 
adapted to the left side of a one-way road which 
permits the right hand side of the trailer (normally 
the door side) to face the open area. A camp
ground might be laid out to utilize both sides of a 

one-way road by combining this type on the left 
and types such as C or D on the right. Unit A might 
also be adapted to the right side of a road, by inter
changing the parking berths of the tow car and the 
trailer. In that case a less compact spacing will 
make for easier maneuvering of the vehicles. 

In this spur type of unit the trailer is backed into 
its parking place and the tow car is parked in 
front of it. As shown, adapted to the left side 
of a one-way road, the right hand side of the 
trailer faces the camp clearing. The unit is con

vertible to the right side of a one-way road and 
the door will still front on the open area, if the 
cleared campsite is rearranged to be on the oppo
site side of the spur. Combinations with other 
types of units for variety are, of course, many. 
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T R A I L E R CAMPSITE U N I T B (Area per unit—2,703 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including spur—106 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 16). 



Plate III A-2 ->» TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES 

T R A I L E R CAMPSITE U N I T C {Area per unit—2,890 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including spur—130 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 15). 

This unit offers separate parking spurs for the tow 
car and the trailer in an arrangement that makes 
for a hemmed-in privacy. As shown above, it 
occurs on the right side of a one-way camp road, 
yet it might be used on both sides of a two-way road 
of suitable width and still desirably allow the 

normal door side of the trailer to face the camp 
clearing. C units can also be laid out along a one
way road in combination with the strictly left hand 
types. The adaptability of this unit is considerable. 
Parking of the tow car can be negotiated without 
the shaded area "A" being surfaced as a road. 

TRAILER CAMPSITE U N I T D {Area per unit—3,076 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including spur—775 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 14). 

A type of spur parking site, in which the trailer may 
be readily backed into its fixed parking berth with 
space between it and the roadway for parking the 
tow car, as in type B. Although, as shown above, 
these units are only on the right side of the one-way 
roads, it will be apparent that they might at the 

same time be repeated on the left side of these same 
roads, subject only to an entirely feasible rearrange
ment of the cleared areas to front on the right 
hand side (normally the door side) of the trailer in 
its parked position. Several lay-outs combining 
this and other unit types are possible. 
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TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES m Plate I I I A-3 

T R A I L E R CAMPSITE U N I T E (Area per unit—3,240 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including bypass—130 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 14). 

This simplest and most space-conserving of all 
campsite units based on bypass parking of the tow-
car-and-trailer is merely a defined widening of a 
camp road so that the two vehicles can be parked 
off the traveled roadway. Where consideration is 
properly given to the normal right hand door of 
trailers, this unit lends itself only to locations on the 

right side of a one-way road. The drawing above 
is so arranged. In one-way road systems, combina
tions with other left hand types are possible. Ad
jacent to two-way roads, E units are usable on both 
sides without sacrifice of the desirable feature of 
the right hand trailer door facing the campsite 
clearing. 

T R A I L E R CAMPSITE U N I T F (Area per unit, assuming depth of 60 feet—4,080 square feet including half of roadway. Approxi
mate road surface per unit including bypass—190 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 11). 

This bypass unit employs a formal island to sepa
rate the bypass parking space from the traveled road
way. As above drawn, the units are laid out along 
the right side only of a one-way road. There is no ap
parent reason why these units could not be ranged also 

along the left side of a one-way road. The surfaced 
bypass of considerable width allows leeway for park
ing the trailer so that its right hand door need not be 
blocked when the bypass is thus entered. Obviously, 
F units are usable on both sides of a two-way road. 
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Plate III A-4 •m TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES 

TRAILER CAMPSITE U N I T G (Area per unit—4,560 feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit including 
bypass—183 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 10). 

Here again an island separates the bypass parking 
lane serving the individual campsite from the 
traveled roadway. These units, if the more cus
tomary right hand trailer door is to be served, 
are only usable on the right side of a one-way 
road; therefore, if campsites on both sides of a one

way road are projected, some more adaptable 
unit is better chosen for the left side. Naturally, 
if a two-way road system is projected, G units are 
well-suited to both sides of the roads. With all 
units shown on these facing pages, backing is 
unnecessary in berthing either tow car or trailer. 

TRAILER CAMPSITE U N I T H (Statistics of campsite units such as these are indeterminate, because space allocation, road surface 
area per unit, and the number of campsites per acre are governed entirely by natural factors individual to site). 

This bypass unit is obviously a development of 
unit G along less formal lines, approached not 
with a determination to produce the maximum 
number of campsites per acre, but instead with 
the triple objective of (1) suiting an irregular 
topography, (2) sparing existing desirable natural 
features, and (3) gaining greater privacy for each 
campsite. The roadway curves to follow natural 

contours; spacing and naturalized barriers ac
knowledge, preserve, and protect natural fea
tures of site deemed of value; and retained cover 
and wider, varied spacing of units add to the 
privacy of individual campsites. Although only 
well-suited to the right side of a one-way road, 
and so shown above, these informal units are 
adaptable to both sides of two-way roads. 
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TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES « t Plate I I I A-5 

As usual, a lay-out along one-way roads is shown 
in the above delineation of this most compact of 
the link-lane types of parking here presented. 
Use of this particular unit in any two-way road 
system is to be discouraged, for every entrance 

into and exit from a parking link requires a left 
turn, crossing an opposing traffic lane. An ingen
ious and space-conserving unit, but combinations 
with other types will wisely be limited to the utili
zation of a right hand unit along a one-way road. 

That link lanes for parking are desirably confined 
to campground lay-outs employing one-way roads 
exclusively is proved again by this example. The 
fact that traffic of all roads in the arrangement 
above shown is in one direction suggests that the 
best possible utilization of this scheme would be a 
large-scale adaptation in which the one-way roads 

serve as links between the entrance and exit 
stretches of a main camp road that loops around 
the entire campground development. The parking-
lanes would constitute links between links, so to 
say, and the result would be one-way traffic 
throughout the campground and traffic hazards 
at a minimum. 
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TRAILER CAMPSITE U N I T I {Area per unit—3,168 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including link—160 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 14). 

TRAILER CAMPSITE U N I T J {Area per unit—3,480 square feet including half of roadway. Approximate road surface per unit 
including link—163 square yards. Campsites per acre—approximately 12). 



Plate I I I A-6 ->» TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES 

TRAILER CAMPSITE UNIT K (Because campsite units of this type conform to no prescribed pattern, 
statistical data cannot be compiled). 

Just as unit H represents a loosely informal and 
spacious adaptation of bypass parking for tow-car-
and-trailer, so this type amounts to an informal 
and expanded version of the link idea. In connec
tion with both there is the same adjustment of 
roads to meet existing contours and spacing of 
parking lanes and cleared areas to spare valuable 
natural features and afford greater privacy to 
campers—all as might be motivated by a convic

tion that, under certain conditions, it is better to 
modify a larger area only partially than a lesser 
area completely. In this theory of campsite lay-out, 
naturalized barriers against damage due to uncon
trolled driving of cars play an important part. 
These must be placed strategically throughout to 
protect all those natural assets of a campground, 
in the preservation of which the sprawling camp
ground finds its chief justification. 
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TENT AND TRAILER CAMPSITES f* Plate I I I A-7 

/VVtioirr/cur? turtOitoo ra.au tor Car 
ar;d Trai l&r - Owe wayDosd 

/Vutomtcina tariairjq radii tor C a r 
and Trade.!- - One way Load 

The diagrams above show the development of 
turning radii for tow-car-and-trailer which have 
governed a number of the campsite lay-outs of the 
preceding pages. 

The illustrations below indicate the sort of low 
growth and ground cover which must extend 
through trailer campgrounds to screen individual 
campsites if the illusion of privacy is to obtain. 

Although both picture the superlative under
growth found in the redwood forests of the Pacific 
slope, something approaching the density and 
varied height of these is possible in many other 
sections of the country if encouraged by barriers 
of such effectual size that they will prevent the 
destructive movement of vehicles and by unremit
ting replanting and care. 

Patrick's Point Campgrounds, California 

tShinttnan hamtna radii tor C a r 
at?d I rai l o r — GV?e. way Load 

Prairie Creek Campgrounds, California 
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